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Abstract

Thirty third and fourth grade*students were observed over two

entire school. days to examine the nature of instruction and academic

responding time for students of high, middle, and low teacher-perceived

behavioral competence. Across all groups, it was found that students '

spent about 45 minutes.in a typical school day actively engaged in'

acSdemic responding. Comparisons betw-e--6-n groups-revealed-that while

the nature of instruction was similar for s'tddents regardless of

behavioral competence, students in the lower behavioral .comretence

group spent more time engaged in inappropriate behaviors and received

more teacher disapproval. No differences Are found in to.tal academic'

responding'time for high, middle, and low behavioral competence stu-

dents. Findings related to the breakdown of time in a typical school

day, variability among studentS, the relationship between student

responding time and achievement, and the relationship between behavioral

and acadethic competence also are presented. Implications of findings

for understanding the classroom ecology for students exhibiting behavior

problems are discussed.
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C
Instruckional "Ecolog:y and Academdc Responding Time for Students at

r

"Three Levels of Teacher-Perceived Behavioral Competence

Several recent studies have focased on how students spent time in

school and the extent to which they are actively engaged in academic

learning (cf. Borg, 1980; Helms, 198Q; Rosenshine, 1976, 1978,, 1979;

Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978). It has been demonstrated that children

generally spend only a small-prortion of the school day actively erpaged

in learning activitieS (e:g., Half, Greenwood, Delquadri, 1580; Rosen-

shine, 1980), that there.is considerable variability among students in

time spent academiCally engaged (e.g., Berliner, 1979, 1980a, 1980b;

Greenwood, Delquadri, Stanley, Ter'ry, Hall., 1981; Hall et al., 1980;

t

Rosen-shine, 1980), and that there is.a strong positive corelation be-

tween the tiMe a pupil.spends actively engaged in instruction and subse-:

quent.achievement (cf. Borg, 1980). For.a cothrehensive revie4 of studie,,

on'student engaged time and'its relation ta achievement,,refer to-Gradeft,.

. 4

fhurlow, and Y5seldyke (1982). .

, Because of the demonstiaated relationship between achievement ansdAlme

actively engaged in learnint(, differences between students in .icademic

eiponding.time have important.fmplications fOr their' succbss inItchool .

he t-ie,that a student actually'sperlds aciively enwged in instruction

the

vidu

f:uhetion 5f a variety"of factors:
t.

instruction,',the teacHers rpspohsel.

1

the time allocited, or av!ailable,

to the student, the opportunities

teacher gives the.student,tt respond, the subjeCt area in which the indi
.,

is wopking.1 the structue of the class, the choice of instructional

mater

1

Kpls, and the characteristics of the student. All of these faCtors

-
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.
o.,.

contripute to 'th6'complex relatio(ship between what occurs in classrooms

,and hOw aearn'ing.takes place. Of particular interest in this study was:,

° how °these qariabies, aich reflect the instructional ecology of the.elass-'
4.

tdorn,-vary 'fon different students.
t -

%

. It has:ben 'demonstrated that teachers respond differently to stu.-.
.

-

dents dso functiorrof their 6cpectations for each. student's behavior___,,

(e.g., BrophY & Good,,,1974; Foster & Ysseldyke, 1976; Rubovits & Maehr',

1971,, 1,9N) and that teachers' perceptions arld expectations for'students

.

are affected by their to1ece for certain beWavior (Algozzine, Yssel-
,

dyke, & Chris.tenson, 1972): us, the actual classroom experiences of

St;

, .
.

. - . ,

students in the same. classrOom may be very different. Silterman (1969)
,

*

found that teachersTesponded diffectly to students whom they had
,..

7., . .:
rahiced into four groups': . "attactiment" (students they preferred), "concern"

,

r-siudents who were havf4g difficulty and needed help), "indifference",
r"

(students who they were least prepared Iccdiscuss in a conference), and

"rejection" (students whb they wovld prefer to have removed from their

class). In observations of teacheristudent interactions in 10 third-

N

grade classrooms, Silberman found that students in the "rejection" and

"concern" groups received the most teacher contact, with the "rejection"

group receiving the most negative contacts.

Good and Brophy (1972) attempted to replicatp'the Silberman findings

in nine first grade classrooms; they found that the "rejection" group

each-er--o-ontact, answers , and

received gre'ater nuMbers of behavioral contactt with teachers, but they

received fewer turns to read and-fewer teTer-initiated opportunities to

respond. The5indifferencel group initiated fewer contacts with the
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,

teacher arld received fewer contaCts from the teacher. In another study

1 k

of the effect of teachers' expectations on classr'oOm interactions,
6.

' ----
Brophy,and Good (l7O)' found that*in,four firs Jrade classrooms, higher

ranke0 students received mOre favorabe teacher contacts; they concluded/

r that differences between groups of tudents existed not in the quantity

of'teepher-student interactions but in. he quality.

(itXrom_theso_Studi_esi-0--appears t ilt stad-ents whom tea-elles se6 .

r

being problems in their class differ in their observed behavior from

.0ther students and also differ in the amount and the nature of ,contacts
.

with the teacher. Several other studiei have demonstl-ated -rat in addi-
t

tion to behavioral ratings, other thc.her eqectations and/pr child thar-4

acteristics affect teacher-student interaCtions. For revievi of thesel
.studies, see Graden et al. (1982).)

The findjng that teacher beliefs about a student'Tbehavior affect

` teacher-student interactjo-ns has implications for the study of how chil-

dren spend time in school. A teacher's percAl.tions about a student's

6ehawior may efeCt how instruction occurs for the student, how time is
T

allocated, hoW the teacher interacts wiih the student, ahd how the student

rehonds aCademically and behaviorally. However, in the studies.to date
'

'of hOw children spend their time in school, the effect-of teachers' per-
.

cepttdhs about the student's bdhavior has not been studied. The nor

stua'ies of student academic engaged time by.Far West Labt (e.g., Rosen-
.,

/Shine, 1980) included only students,in the,middle third of an achievement'
/

test distrib -Scudies by the Juniper Gargis Children's

et

project on

students' op lo respond (Hall et al., 1980; Greenwood al.,

1981) focused on a broad .rloge of responses for randomly selected stUde

14'

tj itlae
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As noted by Berliner (1976), Hall et al. (1980), and RosensOne (1978,

1979), there is a'need'for a data base on how various groups of children

spend their school days.
1

The current investigation was conducted to provide a data base on

the instructional ecology of the school day.for students of var ing levels

of teacher-p rceived competence. This investigatiOn'avoided several

maholological problems ofprevious studies-of engaged time (cf_:_Graden

-et al., 1982). For example, data were colleaed flIrough direct observa-

-tions instead of tocher reports,.and o se&ations were copducfed over

entire school days. 'Previous studi.erlf --i-eacher-student interactions as

related to behavioral ratings did not include the,s..e considerations; fur-

then, studies of how students sp-end Pqmerin school have been primarily

. ,

basedeon onlX portion Olf the school day, with the notable exception 6f

studiRs. a..t the Juniper Gardens PrOject,(Greenwood et al:, 1981; Hall et alt,

V

undated).

The majar focus of thi-s reearCh was-to ad4-igthe effect of

teacher perceptions 26f a student's behavioral competence on the st t's.

academic respondi g time, and the i7n.strucl.ional dcology of the clas room

fari the studen't. The major questions addressed Are:

o What is the "typical" scbool day likg for children at all

o- levels of teacher-perceived behaviorhl competence?

To what extent aresthere significantdifferences between
groups of students at varying levels of-teacheperceived
behavioral.competence in time allocated-to vaaobvactivities?

4 .

To what extent are there significant differences between
groups of students at varying levels of teachel<perCeived

behavioral coMpetence in time allocated to-academic versus

non-academic-activities?

-Tg what extent are there significant differences between

voups of students at varying levels of teacher-perceived
behavioral competence in time allocated ,to various s?

<
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To what extent are there sfgnific nt differences between
groups of students at varying le els of teacher-perceived
behavioral competence in time allocated to Ikarious, class

To what extent are there Ognificant differences between
Aroups of students at varying levels of teacher-perceived
behavioral competepce in the position of the teacher in
relation to the student?

To what extent are there significant differences' between
groups of students at varying levels Of teacher-perceived

behavfaral-comveLence tnth-e teEchur's-response-inrel-atton to
the student?

's To what extent, are there significant differences between
groups of students at varying levels of teacher.-Orceived
behaviora,1 competence in time spent engaged invarious student
responses?

To what 'extent are there significant differencel between
groups of students at varying levels of teacherllerceived
behavioral competence in time spent in academic responding,
task management, and inappropriate behaviors.

Method

Subjects
,

,

..- Thirty students frOM 10 classrooms in five elementary sclools in
,

a suburban school district served as, sUbjects. In each school; six
4

students were selected from an of two classrooms. The teachers in

these classrooms included eight females (four third grade, four fourth

grade) and two males (two fourth grade). Overall, 12,of the students

(four classrooms) were third graders and 18 (six classrooms) were fourth

graders. In each school, three boys were selected from one classrOom

and three girls were selected from the other, so that half Of the stu-

- -dents'were male_and half We're female.

Al) teachers and students were volunteer Articipantss in the obser-

vational study. At the'beginning of the school year, the school district

1
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,sent consent forms to all teachers and, to the parents of-all students

Within the-target grade levels in the 10 designated schools. Homeroom

classes from which tardpee'students would be chosen were randomly selected

'from those in which teachers had signed con'sent forms.

In response to a school 61 trict request, students within the 10

participa,ting classrboms had Oten rated earl.ier by their teachers in terms

- of their behavioral competence in the classroom.from tbp (most competent)

to bottom (least competent). Boys and girls were ranked together, providing

a subject pool of three groups in each-classroomupper behavioral, middle

behavibral,- and lower behavioral. One student was randomly selected from
4

each behavioral group in each of the 10 Classrooms, withkthe restriction

that all students from one classnoom be of the same sex.

Observation Sy

The CISSAR,(Code for Instructional Steucture and Student Academic

Response) observation systeM.was use'd in this study. The version of *-

the s;stem employed,was developed by the Juniper Gardens Children's Pro-

ject in Kansas City, Kansas (Greenwood, Delquadri, & Hall, 1978). Rather

than sampling behaviors.of several students, in this system one target

student was observed over the entfrg school day and six event areas were

recorded: (a) activity-(12 codes), (b) task (8 codes), (o) teachiflg

structu (3 codesl, (d) teacher position (6 codes),,(e) teacher activity,

(5 codes), and (f) student response (19-codes).- Seventeen stop codes

also were used to record reaseins for termination of observation. The

-definitions of the event areas and the specific events necorded within

each area are summarized in Table 1. .Detaifed definitions and-examples
;

are presented in Appendix A. Excluding the stop codes, a total of 53



different events could be recor4Wwith the CISSAR system.

Insert Table, 1 etout here

An interval time sampTing technique was.used to direct the reccAing

of events, in 10-second intervals over the entire school day While the

student was in the classroom. sCod.ing was structured into consecutive .

blocks Of seven 16-secOnd intervals. During the first 10-second interval,

activity, task, and teaching structure 40e vecorded. During.each of the

next six 10-second intervals, teather.position, teacher activity, and

student response were recorded. This patlerncwas" maintalned throughout

the observation,

.An auditory electronic timer attached to a clipboard was used to s.ig-

nal the 10-second intervals. Thetimer wa5 equipped with an earplug so

that only the observer could hear the signal (a short beep sound). The

clipboard was used to hold codin\g sheet s' nd to provide a hard surface

for marking eVents.

,
The coding sheets, modeled after those used by the Juniper Gardens

Children's Project Stanley, & Gre nwood, 1980), were designed at Minne-
.

.0

sota's Institute to'be read aUtomaOcally by an optical scanner (see

Appendix B). To be read correctly \by the scanner, the cis9,1jes on thef . .

coding sheet had fb be very dark and completely filled. .1n addition to

-spaces for coding student identification and start and stop times, each

,sheet contained three blocks represe04ng 70 seconds each. Each.com-

pleted sheet represented 3.t minutes.lof observation time.

Observ

\

Thirteen individuals served as observers; ten of the observers
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o
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1

v

, ..

8 .

..

-were responsible fon the majority'of the the observations, and the other- .-

t"ree observers were substitutes who filled in for reasons.of licknes,s,

make-up'observations, and so on. These substitute Oservers.were Institute
e r
staff members whl conducted observer training sessions and monitored the

.

:---

regular observers. The regular observers were all females who had been

i.

selected' from a pool of 50 female applicants who had resppnded to an ad
,

.
.

in a.loCal newspaper. Tu minimize biases that might be brought to the

classrogmC,setting, a prerequisite for considerati,on was that the appli-

cant not have a.background in education. Additional selection criteria

included average or above average reading ability and performance.on

selected Parts of a general office skills test. A personal intdrview
,

with one of two IRLD staff members coMprised the final step.o.f:selection.

Of the 10 selected observers, three had attended college for at

least one year and one had a BA. Two others had completed a business

or voCational school program. Previous employment varied greatly,.in- :

cluding sales, clericS1, foster parent, own business, and social worker.

All but two observers had a child or children in elementary or secondary

school. Observers did nOt work,in schOols in which their children

were enrolled.

Procedures

Observer training. Training of observers in the observation system

was accomplished through the. use of an Observer and Trainer's Manual .

(Stanley & Greenwood, 1980), The manual presented eight units-that,

according to the authors, were Sequenced in terms of the complexity of

. 1

the reCoraing skills covered. Training required observers to read

materials and then practice coding small numbers of events through the

use of'a variety o'f other media, Including flashcar.ds, overheads,,and

.-e
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-

videotapes.- Nercises or quizzes were presented throughout the manual. -

P

Masteq- (100%) of the material in each unit was required before cont'inuing

.in .the-trainiftg to themlext

Training in the system was conducted by four Institute staff members.

Twe weeks.of 41f-day training sessions were required to'cover the materi--

alPresented in the mahuah. This was followed' by two to thfge days of

jpractice.coding within actual classrooms.

Data collectiorft.. The trained educational obset'vers coded activities

oa. either, a whole-day.(one observer all day) or half-day (one observer

for, Oming, another for afternoon) basis. Typically, observers did not

,.gode continuously for a period,of r-oro than 1 1/2 - 2 ho9os becaOse of

'.&reakscwith4h the school day. Obse6ations were not conducted during

, .

.breakssuch as those for lunch, recess, and bathroom. Also, observers

n'ot'code during physical education, music, or special assembly pro-

,grams since the observation system did not apply to these situations.

Observers did follow .thrget students when thgy 1.eft Jeir homerooms

tq go to other,clasrobms for other subjects (typically reading and/or

matftematics). Coding was conducted in these classrooms in the same

hanher as in'homerooms. Regardless of the physical setting,'obsdrvers

attempted to position themselves to be unobtrusive and to avoid reveal-

ing the identity of target students to the teachers, the target students

themselves, or to other students. .

Use of the optical scanner coding sheets typically required observers

to mark only.slashes in the appropriate circles'while observing because

the 10-second interfal did not provide enough time, for circles to be

darkened sUfficiently to be read accurately by the optical scanner. As

a result, observers darkened the slashed circlds after the actual obser-
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v-ation was complet0, either during break periods, in the evehings, or OR

the weekends. This procedure tended 'to reduce errors in the coding of

data.

Each target student was Oserved for tWo full school days by ob-
i

servers. The decision to collect tao days of data on each studerit was

based on stability analyses presetted by Greenwood, Delquadri, Stanley,

Terry, an'Ei Hall (1981), in which they found one day of observation

predicting 62% and 92% of the variance foe, activity and student response,

respectively. Observations were conducted in all schools at approximately

the tame time (2 days in school 1, 2 days ieschool 2, etc.). The

order of observation o'f students within d class was random; classrooms_

were scheduled'for observation so that observers would be present in

the classroom on different days of the,week. Observers were blind as

to the classification of the students they observed. Students' names

within a classroom were always listed alphabetically and observers

signed in for observation Of students on a random basis. lh addition,

teachers were not informed as to the identity of'the students being ob-

served. Observers located their target students by means of either a

seating chart or by name tags on students' desks'in the homeroom.

Since three students'were observed in each classroom, schedules were

arranged so that two observers coded ih each classroom on each day of

observation. This allowed for the observation of two students during

each day in a particular classroom. All observations (2'days for 30 stu-
-

dents) were completed during the fall of the year.

Reliability. Reliability checks were coinducted throughout the

study to detect any inconsistencies in codi mong observers or between

an observer and the established code definitions. The reliability

a.-
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checks were conducted every'ky by the observer pairs withip each room;

one of the two observers; designated randomly as the reliability observer,

stopped observing her tar)et student and coded- events on the same student'

as the' other observer'in the classroom for approximately 14 minutes (4,

pages of observation). During the study,/11) reltability checks'.wehe

completed. These were done during the o.bservatiOns of.31 clifferent sub=

jects (51.7%).

Two types of reliability were checked: (a) behavioral, and (b)

sequential. Behavioral reliability was a measure of observer agreement

on a specific event being observed; behavioral reliabilities were cal-

culated for (a) teacher position, (0 teacher activfty, and (0. student

response. The second type of reliability, sequential reliability, was )

4

a.measure of observer agreement on a sequence of items; this measure

was designed to document that observefrs were coding in the sequence

Auired by the observation syStem. According to the CISSAR training

manual, the desired levels of relfability were 900/ for behavioral

reliability and 85', for sequential reliab.ility. Table 2 is a summary

of the reliabilities obtained during the present study.

Insert Table 2 about here

To maintain adequate levels of reliability throughout the udy,

meetings were held to discuss coding problems, reqability disa eements,

and so on» These were held on a weekly basis for the first two weeks

of the study, and -Olen on a biweekly basis after that. At the Meetings,

definitions were reviewed and any disagreements were resolved. .

Achievement.testing. At the end of the school year, 24 of the
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observed students (80.01 were\aciministered the Peabody IRdividual
osi.

Achievement Test (PIAT: Dunn & Markwardt, 1970) by'trained testers.

The remaining students were not tested either because they had moved

or because parental permission for testing Was not given. The students,

for whom parental permission was not obtained-generakly were from the
0

X:odeQ behavi4ra1 group; all upper behavioral group subjects were'tested.

Data Analysist
I

Total amounts 'of time each student spent'in the 53 tbserved eyents

and in five evedt composites (Academic Activities, Non-Academic Activities,

Academic Student Responses, Task Management Student Responses, Inappropri-

ate Student Responses,) over the two days of observa0on comprised the

dependent measures that were analyzed in this study. However, for

descriptive purposes, these times were transformed to represent the

'time spent in each event during one sChool day. Because the observation

system was designed to record as much data as possible during each 10-

second interval, the activity, tasic, and structure were coded ome every,

70 s'econds, while the teacher position, teache activity, and student

response were coded siX times every 70 secon Thus, transformation

of times from the recording system produced slight overestimates of

the time spent in each activity, task', and structure, and slight under-

estimates of the time spent in eech teacher position, teachet. activity,

and student response. The transformed times appear in all figure and

tables, but were not used in the actual data analyses.

All data were analyzed using analyses of variance (ANOVAs) t6 iden-

tify significant differences (k < .05) between; behavioral competence

group means. Ftirther, because some of the significant results might

occur by.chance due to the large number of ANOVAs conducted, only those

4
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findings.tftat exceeded the number .that would be expected by chance for

each research question (51 are reported. Follow-up tests oR significant

ANOVAs were conducted using the Student-Newman-Keuis procedure. Addition:

ally, students' end-of-the-year.PIAT data were correlhated with their

student reSponse times.

,Jtesults

Description of the Typical School Day

To address the question of how students at all -levels of teacher-

perceived behavioral competence spend a typical school day; several

breakdowns of the school day were made. The largest portion of the

. .

school day is the,total length of the school day,-which usually is man-
,

dated by district policy gnd is the same for all students. Within the

school day, however, tiMe for instruction is inevitably lost for such

activities as lunc'h and 'recess, and the remaining portion is the time

scheduled for instruction. However, time scheduled for instruction is

not always allocated to instruction; time is lost to tnansition activ-

ities such as getting materials ready. The time that remains is the

-time that actually is allocated to academic instruction.

A further breakdown can be made in the instructional time available

to students. Within the time that classroom instruction is allocated, a

given student may or may not actually'be engaged in (instrctionally

related activities; for example, one.student may be reading while another

is waiting for help at the teacher's desk, while yet another student is

'looking out the window. These students may differ significOtly in their ,

academic engaged time. Finally, one'last bl'eakdown can be made in how

a student spend his/her time in school. A distinction can be made

betweensthe kindstof responding that a student exhibits; the student

2u
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can be making an active academic response (e.g., reading, Writing, dis-

cussing with the reacher),,can be making a passive, yet appropriate,

response' (e.g., waiting for instruction, listening to a lecture, looking

for.materials), or can be making an inappropriate response. .g., looking

out the window, disruptng t.he class). Ttie rationale for this final

breakdown is based on thp argument by Hall et al. (undated) ,that learn-

ing takes place through practice and makthg aqidemic responses'. For a

schematic representation of the above breakdown of a school day, see

Figure 1. In the observation system employed in this study, direct

observation wa's used to assess'time spent in activities, tasks, group'ing

structures, teaching positions, and teaching aCtiviyies; these can be

characterized as "alloeated time" variables. The remaining variable,

student responding time, is a measure of engaged time.

Insert Figure l'about here

1

Following this breakdown, the typical school day for students in

this study can be described. For all students the official length of

the total school day was 19aminutes. Approximately 170 minutes were .

lost to lunch, recess, physical education, etc.., which resulted in

approximately 220 minutes durilig which the students were fn the'class-

room and were observed. During the 220 minutes in which the students

were in the classroom, approximately 40 minutes were allocated to non-

academic activities such as free time, business management, and transi-

tions between subjects. Therefore, apprdximately 180 minutes of the

total school day of 390'minutes were allocdted to academic instruction.

An average of 65 minutes was allocated to reading and 44 minutes to

2
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math. The breakdown of academic and non-academic activities is repre-
4

sented in Figure 2.

e,

Insek Figure 2 about here

A second aspect of the instructicrnal ecology of the school day, is

the breakdown of the learning tasks anematerials that,were used in

";.

instruction. Of the 220 minutes in the classroom, about-18 minutes

were allocated- to the non-iristructional task of fefching and putting

away,materials, with the remaining 202 minbtes spent in various instri.1-

tit\ial tasks. The most.frequeptly used task was,the use of readers or

qr.

other.books, with worksheets, other media, such as films or games,

and workbooks being next in us'age. The -igures on time allocated to

:'various tasks are tlepisted in Figure,i.

Insert Figure

\=

about here

Another dimension of insti4uction is how the classroom is grouped,

or structured, for instruction. It was found,that the vast majority

of the class time, about 177 minutes of the 220 class minutes, was al-

located to students receiving instruction with the total group. About

42 minutes were allocated in small group instruction, and about two

minutes were allocated to individual instruction, as shown in Figure 4.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Also of interest in the study of`the instructional day for students

is where the teacher does his/her tgchirig in relation to the student.

This breakdown is demonstrated in Figure 5. It should be noted that

24;
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in this breakdown and in succeeding ones,' the total figUre -for the *It.'

observed day is le'ss than 220 minutes. This is attributable to the

7

method of collection of the data. The tfacher position, teacher re

.sponse, and student response wee cociI for 60/seconds of each.60 sond

interval; thus, for 10 seconds in each interval, or one-seventh of the

observed time, data on these variables werenot collected. Of the 183

minutes of observation of teacher positions in relation to the tudent,

teachers spent most of their teaching time among students, in front of

the class, or at their desk. The breakdown for teacher position is in-

cluded in Figure 5.

1,

Insert Figure 5 about here

Another variable in the instructional day that was studied was,the

response the teacher exhibited toward the student; the time breakdown

of teacher activity is contained in Figure 6. During most of..the approxi-

mately 183 miriutes of observation, the teacher did not exhibit a teach-

ing resPonse toward the student. The next highest'category of teacher

activity was that of teaching, with very litA. t'ime spent in engaged

in talk other than academics or in approval or dispproval.

Insert Figure 6 aboUt here

Finally, of-major interest in the-study Off a typical scho61 day
y t

is.how the student spends his/114r time ngaged in school. As shown in

Figure 7, of the total 183 observed minutes, the majoi-ity of.students'

time (about 112 minutes) was engaged in task management responses. Most

of ttie task ma41ement time involved passive responses which included

2,i
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waitint. for instruction.and 1i-S-tenint41.the teacher or antther student.
. ,

About 45 minutes of the o
,

responding. Withi academic responding, students were

ck-

4(

the ime, about 29 minutes, in writing. Students we

served clay 4,re engaged in active academic

ngaged most,of

engaged about 10

mic subjects,minutes reading si ently, three minutes discussing aca

and less than one mi te read\ing aloud. The final category inappropriate

behaviors, totaled about 26 m-inutes of the school day. Within this

,4
category, most time was engaged in'the inappropriate behavior of look-

ing around.

Inert F. about h

Variability: The description Of a "typic " day'for a group of ,

\
students does not reveal the endrious\ diversay displayed among students

in a classroom in how they were engag4I and how they received instruc-

\

tion. .4A "typical" school day differs greatly when it is viewed from

the perspective of individual students Within a classroom. The.ranges

in ew individual students spent their t

in T b es 3-8.

for one school day are listed

Instrt Tables 3 through 8 about here

As shown in Table 3, the time .11ocated to acaklemic activities (i.e.,

Academic Activity Composite) ranged 'a low of 131.3 minutes per day

for one student to 229.3, minutes per day for an ther student, while time

allocated to non-academic activMq ranged from 15.8 to 90.0 minutes

per day. For time allocated to neading, the rang6 was 12.3 to 112.7

minutes per .day; for math, time allocated ranged from 25.2 to 56.0

minutes per day. Individual students also varied W\idelyCin the,time

'
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allocated to transitions (7.0 minutes to 23.8 minutes) add to business

A
management.(0.0 minutes ty8.5 minutes). These data demonstrate that

4

s,ome students received more academic instruction th.in others, while

in some classrooms, sAgnific\arly more time was lost A transitions

and management of daily buvineSs.

Time allocated'to varioustasks also varied greatly, as 'llown in p

Table 4. For example, time-allocated to using wovqbooks ranged fefom

ig zel4i4minutes to 69 minutes; time allocated to Igetting materials ready
.

ranged from 8.8 to 36:8 minutes.
(

OP
The individual differences in ti

:I

e located to various teaching

structures also were striking, as sho n in Table 5. While one student

4 411

recei-ved no small group instruction,, another received 95.8 minutes of

small group instruction. The lowestamturfff-itime allocated to indivi-
ft -, .

.

dual instruction was zero minutes, and the highest was 11.2 minutes.

Individual students,' experiences in the classroom regarding where

the teacher was in relation to them also varied (see.Table 6). For'

example, one student received 22.3 minutes of instruction with the

teacher among the students, whide another received 138.1 minutes with

the teacher in this position7 One student.received no instruction With

the teacher at his/her side:,, while another received 6.2 minutes of

0 instruction next to the teacher.

Differences also were evident in'the type of teacher instruction

individual students reeqed (see Table 7). For one student, 38.0

minutes of direCt teaching were received, for another student, 116.9

minutes of teachinglwere received. While some students received na

disapproval, a hiplof four minutes of dispproval occurred.for one

stude'nt..

i20
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. -

Finally, vast differences were observed in how individual students
.,

, were engaged during class time, shown in Table 8A Time engaged in
,

active academiz i'espondirrg variedro 30.7 to 62.8 minutes; me
,

.k

engaged in task management responding ranged from 56.2 to 154.7 inutes,
. ,

and time engaged in inappropriate responding varied from 6.4 io 45.64

minutes. These ranges demonstrate that some students more often were

engaged in learning behaviors than others; some "wasted more time

than others, and some displayed more inappropriate behaviors than

others. ,

Comparisons Between HigS, Middle, arid Low Behavioral Competence Groups

Aside from the descriptiOn of the typical school day for students

at all levels of teacher-perceivego,behavioral competence, the remain-

ing research ques,tions alddressed the extent to which,students perceived

by their teacher as having high, middle, and-low behavioral competence

studeotfs differed in the instructional ecology'variables (e.g., teacher-

4ftfred---- l

Student interactidns, student responses).

Activity and activity composite. One aspect of the instructional

ecology of the ,classroom is how time is allocated to various instruc-
--,

ti al and non-instructional activities. The average amount and per-

centa f time allocated to various acttvities by the three behavioral

,groups are showti in Table, 9. Statistvical analyses revealed that there

were no significant differences between grouPs in time allocated to any
_

'of the activities. similarly, it was found that there were no signifi-

cant differences between groulis in the time allocated to instructional

activities (represen.ted bz the academic, activity composite) or to non-'
,

instructional activities (represented by the non-academic activity com-
)

posite. All groups received a,attt 180 minutes of academic instruction

\

I ,
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(80% Or gher.of: the observed day). Although the differences were not

Aatisticatly'significant, the high behavioral competence groups received

less time in non-academic 'activities (about one-halflour, or 15% of

class time) than,Aiddle and low behavioral competence students, who

: averaged about three-quarters of an hour (about 19% of class time) in

'non-acadbmic activities.

Insert,Table 9 about here

Task. Another,aspect of the instructional ecology is the task.
(i.e., instructional materials) that the teacher uses with students.

The average amount of ttme allocated to various tasks for the three

groups of students is represented in Table 10. Results of statistical

testsvindicated that the groups did not differ significantly in the

amount of.time allocated to any of the tasks. All students received

,approxima ly one-third of their instruction from readers (from 63.5 to

78.4 min per day). Much less time was devoted to listening to lectures

or discussi which comprised less tnan five percent of the class time

for all students.

Insei-t Table 10 about here

Teaching.structure, The ways,in which students were grouped for in-

struction was another v,ariable studied. The amounts of time high, middle,

and low behavioral students received instruction.in various class grouping

structures are presented in Table 11. The differences ISetween the groups

of students were not statistically significaRt. All groups received more

than 75% (163.9 to 194.6 min per OA of the c ss time in entire group
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instruction, and 1% or less of the time in individual ihstruction (about

2 minjler

Insert Table 11 about here

Teacher position. Another research question focused on the extent

to which there were differences in where the teacher was in the classroom

in relation to high, middle, and lbw students. It Was found that there

, were Tip significant differences, in the tedcher's position irf relation to

the groups: The average amounts of time allocated to variours teacher

positions for the thrde groups of students are shown in Table 12. For

all groups, students received most of their'instruction 'with the teacher

in front (31.2 to 34.8%, or.57.6 to 63.0 minutes) or awing students (34:0

to:39,4%, 'a" 63:7 to 72.8.minutes).

Insert Table 12 about here

Teacher activity. One ajor aspect of the instructional day is the

extentatowhich the teacher responds differently to various students.

Statistical tests reveald that the groups differed significantly with

regard to one type.of teacher response--the amdunt o f disapproval re-
,

ceived, F(2,27), = .010. Follow-up comparisons between groups revealed

that low behavior'af group students received significantly more teacher

disapproVal than elther themiddle or high behavioral groups. Although

the average daily amount-of teacher disapproval received was -small for

all groups (about 2 mtn for the low group, 1 min for the middle grOp,'

and 50 sec for,the high grou0),-- low behaviioral group students received at
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least twice as'much" teacher disapproval as other students, or about two

and on'e=half more hours per school- year'of teacher disapproval. The

average amounts of time that the three groups received various types of

teacher responses are summarized in Table 13.
. .

Insert Table 13 about here

Student response and,student response composite. A major research

question uldressed the extent to which students who were rated differently

.b.v their teachers on behavioral competence differed in their actual class-

room behavior. The average amounts of time students spent engaged in

various types of academic, tdsk management, and inappropriate responding

arelisted in Table 14. Of the 19 categories of student responding, high,

middle, and low behaviorar group students differed significantly,in the

amount of time spent asking academic questi.ons, F(2,27) = 4.27, = .025,

, disrupting the class, F(2,27) = 3.41, = .048:and in playing inappro-

.

prfately, F(2,21) =. 7.36, E = .003. Post hoc comparison .ests of group

means reqealedveveral specific differences. First, students in the low

group.spent more time engaged in asking academic questions than students

in the high group; however, all studenis were engaged.for less than one

minute per day ask g questions. Second, studpts in the low group spent

more time engaged in behaViors characterized as disruptfve than students

in the high gEolldl, although time engaged in disrupting the class was ex-

,

tremely low for al4 groups (about 15 sec per day were recorded for dis-

ruptiVe behaviors-in the low g'roup, 5 sec in the middle group, and less

than 1 sec,in the high group). Finally, students in the low behavioral
.
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group were more often engaged than thOse in the hi0 behavioral group

. in behaviors characterized as inappropriate play. Low behavioral group

students engaged in inappropriate play about seven and one-half minutes

per day while high behavioral group students spent only abou.rtwo minutes,

per day engaged ip inappropriatdplay.

A related question addressed the extent to which students rated as

high, middle, or low in behavioral cmpetence differed in the major types

of respondiRg exhibited; these were categorized as academic responding

composite, task management composife, and inappropriate behavior composite.

,It was found that behavioral groups differed significantly in the inap-

propriate behavior composite, F(2,27) = 4.35, p = .023, with the low

behaviloral competence group exhibiting more inappropriate behaviors than

either the middle or high groups. Low group students were engaged About

32 Minutes'per day (17.3% of class time) in all inappropriate behavors,

whereas mi.ddle.and high group students were engaged about 26 and 21

minutes per day (or 11.8 and 13.,7.% of class time), respectively, in in-
,

appropriate behaviors.

Insert Tabie 14 about here

Highlights of Additional Comparisons Between High, Middle, and Low
Behavioral Competence Groups

. In addition to determining the extent of differences between groups

'for the major' instructional ecology variables of activity, task,-struc-

ture, teacher position: and activity, and student response,'analyses were

completed to determine how various combinations of those variables

Vw,
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also revealed differences between groups. The specific research ques-

tions that were addressed to assess group differences for combinations

of the variables are liqed if' Appendix C. Highlights of significant

findings from these analyses are described in Appendix C and are sum-

marized below.

One set of findings revealed that high, middle, and low behavioral

competence students differed in tfle responses they exhibited as a func-

' tion oT what the teacher was doing. When the teacher was teaching, stu-

dents in the low behavioral competence group spent more time engaged in

'asking academic questions than students in the high group, F(2,27) = 4.08,

.p = .02S. While the teacher was making no teaching response, students in

the low group spent more time engaged in inappropriate play than other.

students, F(2:27) = 4.60, = .019.

Differences also were revealed in the type of techer activity dis-

played to students in the three groups as a function of the teaching

structure. Dulng both entire group and small group instruction, teach-

ers diTected more disapproval at students in the low group, F(2j7) =

3.56, p = .042 and F(2',27) = 4.54, p = .020, respectively. Middle *

group students'received the most time of no teacher response during

entire group instruction, F(2,27) = 3.78, p = .036. Other significant

differences between groups followed the general trend that lower studenis

received more disapproval and displayed more inappropriate behavior

regardless of theother instructional ecology variables.

Achievement Test Results

Achievement test results indicated that although lower group students

had lower mean sco.res, there were no significant differences7measured



achievement levels between studen'ts rated by their teachers as low,

middle, or high pi behavioral competence (see .Table 15).

Is

t
Insert Table 15 dbout here
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Achievement scores were correlted with categories of student

responding to reveal the extent o which types of student responding

were related to general levels of achievement. Significabt (p < .05)
e

correlations between PIAT scores and student responses are presented

in Tabfe 16, Several student behaviors were correlated negatively with

)

achievement; for the most part these were the inappropriate behaviors
.

of di.;ruption (r . -.41), play inappropriate (r = -.39), and inappropriate

locale (r = -.37). However, one appropriate academic behavior, answer-_

ing academic questions, correlated negatively with achievement on

the spelling subtest (r . -.50). Positive correlations with achievement

were evident between the appropriate task management response of play

appropriate and the general information subtest (r . ;40). However,
o

- two positive correlations also were observed between achievement and

the inappropriate behaviors of inappropriate task (r . .42) and talking

about non-academics (r = .42).

Insertjable )6 about here

oc

Teachers' Ratings of Behavioral and Academic Competence

Teachers' ratings of students' behavioral competence and academic

,

competence (rated for another study) were correlated to assess the extent

of congruence between studentsIsperceived academic and behavioral

,..
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competence. Ratings for each of the 10 classes were correlata using ,

the Spearman rank coefficient; it was found that for all but one class,

there was a significant relationship (.p. < .05) between behavioral and

academic student rank. The correlations, listed in Table 17, ranged from

.28 to .81.

Insert Table 17 about here

Discussion

The majoi- findings of tlii study contribute to our understanding

of what currently occurs in classrooms for students of varying levels of
_

behavioral competence. The results also suggest possible approaches to
.,

improve current.practices of intervention with children displaying behav-

ior problems.
i

A major finding; consistent with the many previOus studies of academic
..

engaged time,_wa,p the small amount of time that children are acadethically

engaged during the school day. FurtherOore, it was found tilat levels of

time engaged in academic responding did not vary as a function of behav-

ioral competence. In observations,of 60 entire school days for 30 stu-

dents, it was found that about 180 miriutes (or 80%) of the 390 dm/ was

allocated to academiciinstruction in a typical day, while for only about

45 minutes (About 25% of class time or 12% of the entire day) students

,
were actively engaged in academic responding. These findings highlight

the necessity to design and implement strategies to increase academic
,

\

.
responding time for all students.

/I)As in previous studies, it was found that there were the expected

1

t
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positive correlations between time spent learning and achievement and

the- expected negative correlations between time in inappropriate be-

haviors and achievement. However, some of the correlations obtained,from

the data of the current sample of children at varying levels of behavior

competence were unexRected; for example, positive correlations were ob-

tained between achievement and inappropriate behaviors while a negative

cqrrel-atiog was obtained between an academic response and achievement.

One exOsanation for Pese inconsistent correlations between types of

resp,onding and student achievement may be attributable to the low

sample size used for this analysis. For example, it is.possible that

one or two students who answered a larger than average number of aca-

demic questions also scored lower on spelling, thus contributig to

'the negative correlation between an acadimic beh-avior and an achievement

score. A related explanation is that the diversity of the sample,

ranging from students low in behavioral competence to students high in

behavioral competenals, led to different correlations than those based on

studies with more homogeneous samples. Yet another possible explanation

is related to the selection df the PIAT as an acffievepent measure to be

used as a-correlate of student behaviors. Because the PIAT is not spe-
.

cific with regard to conb63I''t4gered on the days of observation, it should

not be expected to correlate highly with observed student behaviors.

A second finding, the enormoui variability in student responding

and other instructional variables, is consistent with previous studie.

For example, the daily difference in time students spent in reading

aft

silently raged from 18 seconds to &Joe 27 minutes. When added over the

3
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typical school year (160 days), this daily difference amounts.to a yearly

difference of 76 hours in time spent reading. When viewed anothir way,

given this daily difference (18 seconds of reading versus 27 minutes of

reading), one student is reading 95 times more than another student.

Thus, if this difference existed in a typical day, it would take the

lowest student 90 days to read a's much as the highest tudent would read

in one day. Wbile thi.s is an.extreme example of variability, striking

dif6rences between students were observed ill all variables relating to

amount and type of instruction. With this demOnstrated difference in

how children spend their school time, it is not difficuft to see the im-

plications for instruction and why some children are not making adequate

progress in school.

One'focus of this study was to investigate the extent to which there

were differences in student responding and in various instructiOnal var-

iables for students of varying levels of behavioral competence. It was

surprising to fiy that there were essentially no differences in how

academic instruction occurred,or how students responded academically as

a function of behavioral competence. Rowever, as in-previous studies

of teacher-student interactions (e.g., Brophy & Good, 1970; Good &

Brophy, 1972; Silberinan, 1969), it was found that there were differences

in th* quality of interactions between teachers and students at differ-

ing levels of teacher-perceived behavioral competence. Lower behavioral

students received more teacher disapproval and, at the saMe time, they

displayed more inappropriate behaviors. While the total amounts of in-

appropriate' behavior they displayed and disapproval they received were

low, lower students received twice as mucli daily disapproval as other

students, spent three times as much time in disruption, and spent at
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least four and one-half.more minutes per day in inappropriate pldy.

When viewed in the context of the nAn of interactions over an

entire school year, these differences become significant in their con-

tribution to the negative cycle of interactions between teachers and stu-

dents peruhved as low in behavioral competence. Over the course of

the school year, low behavioral group students will engage,in nearly 22

more hours of inappropriate beha0or and receive nearly three more hours

of disapproval.

Additionally, the finding that teachers rated students' behavioi:al

and academic competence similarly points to the need to consider the

interaction between behavior problems and achievement difftculties. ft"

this study, although the differences between groups were not statist

cally significant, there was a trend that the lower the behavioral com-

petence rating, the lower the measured achievement. Therefore, these,

children who are engaged in a negative cycle of behavioral interactions

with teachers also tended to have lower achievemedt, as perceived byl

teachers and as measured on tests, and it is likely that students low in

both academic and behvioral competence received the least favorable inter-

actions with the teacher.

This interactional view of the classroom points to the need to con-
,

sider the various.classroom ecological and instruWonal variables tha,t

conitribute to school'learning and behavior problems. Typically, when

students.are considered to display behavior problems, a referral is made

by the teacher to determine what is "wrong" within the child. Following

the referral, assessments may be made to determine an internal "problee

4

t.)
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and interventions-such as special class placement may pe instituted.

Indeed, recent studies have shown that the decision to refer a child

qarts a'proc'ess that can be called a "search 'for pathology" in which -

92% of referred students ace evaluated and 78% of evaluated students

are declared eligible for special education services (Algozzine, Chris-

tenson, & Ysseldyke, 1982). Furthermore, it was found that children are

referred for broad, general reasons (Ysseldyke, Christenson, & Algozzine,

1982). Additionally, in .a longitudinal study of ...normal" children,

Rubin and Balow (1978)- foUrid,that from grades K through 6, 60% of students

*. were identified as a behavior problem by at least one teacher. These

studies suggest that aiarge number:of students are referred and later

placed in 5pecial education for behaviors that may be coWsidered problem-

atic by s4me teachers but not others. This Ofienomenon in current practices

suggest the need to consider the Classroom ecolOgy when a student is-,ex-,

hibiting a tehavior'problem. .

.

.- \

A simpler approach than the typical referra(to-placement process

for behavior twoblemistudents vould be to look inside the classroom

ecology to determine the dxtent to which different cLlass variables tiad

an impact on he d/em nstrated problrri behaviors, and to assess the extent

to which and under What cirqrstanc's learning dip Occur. As the current.

results demonstrate, for many students only a small portion of the school

day is spent engaged in academic practice; incre'asing engaged time is a

potentially powerful basis for designing(classrooM interventions. Ra'ther

than referring students for diagnosis and placement.a more Appropriate

first approach may be to develop ways ,to increase he student's active
4,44

ademic respond4ns_mitictin_the current classroom ecology. The research

3
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on how time is spent in school by various groups of children points to

the need to inc ease the opportunities for learning for all -students.

In these efforts to understand and enhance the classroom learning ecology,

an ecological systems approach toward intervention must be employed,

with an emphasis on the contribution various system components (e.g.,

the student, the teacher,, the school administrators, the parents) make
..

to classroom learning. herefore, rather than blaming a behavior problem

child or placing all onsibility.for change on a classrd.om teacher,

an ecological understanding o learning variables in academic responding

tiNe require5 interventions based on mutual and shared responsibility

among the students, parents, teachers, and administrators. Examples of

intervention strategies based on a model of academic engaged time can be

found in Muir '(1980) and Noli (1980). AdditiOnally, research efforts

need to continue to 340formulate and field test strategies for interverytion

based on the academic engaged time model.
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tors, teachers; and'students in the school'district in which the research
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research were the obseriers;. all Were committed to ftoviding an accurate,

objective picture oflthe school day. Listed alphabetically, the obr

servers for the present study were: Deborah DeCoux, Barbara Flykt,

Eileen Mevissen, Donna MilleF, Rose Marie.Plant, Cheryl Randklev,

Judith RygWall, Yvonne Shafranski, WendS, Studer, and Geraldine Uebster.

In addition, the assistance of Sandra Christenson during observer train-
,

ing and Jean Greener for cbordination Of observations is gratefully
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Stanley, University of Xansas , in the implementation of their.CISSAR

observational system was appreciated greatly, as.was the data analysis

expertise provided by Bob Algozzine, Matthew McGue, and Jing Jen Wang:

., t
/ , S.

Also essential tO the completion of 'the,project were the contributions,of
. . ,

...,

psychometric assisfants Barbara Anderson, Lisa Boyum,.Yetta Levirie, an

Cathy Walters. Further, the'excellent secretariaI.seryices provided by

Audrey Thurlow an0 Marilyn Hyatt made the entire research process easier

than it would have been,under normal conditions.
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Table l

CISSAR Event Area and specific Zvents Codeda

Event Area SpecifiC Events Coded

Acti.vity - type of instruction being
provided/established by teacher

"Tas0 - c'urriculum task or verbal
1-

instruction mode in which student
is expected to engage

Teaching Structure - physical arrange-
ment of student in class

Teacher Ros,ttion . location of teacher ' IF - In Front Class AD - At Desk AS - Among Students

0 - Out of Room

R - Reading M - Math S - Spelling H - Handwriting
L - Language Sc - Science Ss - SociaT Studies

Ac - Arts/Crafts Ft - Free Time Brn - Clas Business/

Management Tn - Transition Ct Can't Tell

Rr - Readers Wb - Workbooks Ws - Worksheets

- Paper and Pencil Ll - Listen to Teacher% Lecture

Om - Other Media Tsd - Teacher-Student Discussion

- Fetch/Put..Away

- Entire group - Small grdup I - Individual

Teacher Activity - response of teacher
to target student

Student Rr Sponse - be'havior ir ,hich

student is engaged -

S - Side B - Back

NR - No Response 7 - Teaching. 21 - Other. Talk

- Approval 2 7 -ffisapproval

,

W -,Wri.ting G - Playing Academic Game RA - Reading Aloud

RS - Silent Re-iding TA - Talking About Acadefiics

ANQ - Answers AcadeMic Question ASK - Asks Academic.

Question AT - Passive Response RH - Raising Hand

- l,00king for Materier-Z - Moves. to New Academic Station
.. - Play Appropriate DI - DIsruption PI - Play Inapprb-

priate IT - Inappropriate Task TNA - Tal king About Non-

academics IL - Ihappropriate Locale LA - Look Around

SST - Self:Stimulation

a
Baset an Stanley & Creenwoodots.i000,-CI.S.SAR: Code for instructional structufe and student academic

response: Observer's manual., Withih the Student Response Event Area, tne AT event, which was designated

,"Attending" by Stanley and Greenvood, was renamed as "Passive Response" in the present investigation
to avoid inappropriate connotations of the respOnses included within that event.
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Table 2

Summary of.Reliabilities Calculated During the Studya

Reliability Mean Range

Behavioral

Teacher Position 92.5, 69-i00

Teacher Behavior 94.4 72-100,

:Student Response o 89.0 60-100

Sequential ft 93.6 85-99

a.All reliabilities are expressed as percentages.

40

i 4 4
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Table 3

Average Times and Ranges in Time Allocated tp_Activitiesa,

Activity Range

Reading 65.1 12.3 - 112.7

Math 44.0 25.2 - 56.0

Spelling 10.6 0.0 - 34.0

Hapidwriting 0.0 - 29.1

Language 22.6 0.0 - 42.7

Science 10.4 0.0 41.3

Social'Studies 18.4 0.0 - 60.2

Arts/Crafts 13.0 0.0 - 43.8

Free Time 4.7 e'4 0.0 - 28.7

Business Management 8.6 0.0 - 58.5

Trans.ition 13.5 ,7.0 238

Academic Activity Comp
io

site 180.3 131.3 - 229.3

Non-Academic Activity Composite 40.0 ' 15.8 - 90.0

a'
Means And ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day,-
basa on two days of observation of 30 students.

I.
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Table 4

Average Times and Ranges in Time Allocated to Tasks
a

Task 1
Range

Readers 73.1 34.3 - 107.8

Workbooks 22.8 0.0 -0_69.0

Worksheets 41.8 0.7 93.5.

Raper ank Pencil 14.2 0.0 - 37.8

Lisken to Lecture 8.7 0.7 - .21,7

Other Media 31.7 8.8 - 83.3

Teacher-Student 9.6 1.8 - 21.7

Discussion

Fetch and Put Away 17.9 8.8 - 36.8

,a

Means ankranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based

on two days of observation of 30 students.

4 6
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Tabl e 5
,

Average Time-ind Ranges in Time Al 1 ocated to Teachi ng Structuresa

'45 Irk

Structure Range

Entitle Group

Smal 1 Group

Indi vidual

176.9

41.1

2.0

117.3 - 260.8

0.0 - 95.6

0.0 - 11.2

aMeans and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based
on 'two days of observatipn of 30 students.

'1., "Pr, 1.
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Table 6

Average Times and Ranges in Time in Teacher Positionsa

Teacher Position Range

In Front 60.7 24,9 - 142.0

At Desk 41.3 4.0- 91.9

Among Students 65.9 22.3 - 1 38.1

Besi de, Student 2.3 0.0- 6.2

Back '5.3 0.1 - 48.4

Out 7.5 0.1 - 20.9

a
Means and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based

on two days of observation of 30 students.

,

4
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Table 7

.
Average Times and Ranges in Time in Teacher Activitiesa

...

Activity , R Range

No Response 102.1 63.2 - 154.6

Teaching 71.8 38.0 - 116.9

Other Talk 7.4 1.6 - 16.5

Approval '
0.2 0.0 - 0.8

Disapproval 1.3 0.0 - 4.1 i

aMeans and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based

on two days of observation of 30 students.

,

. 4 d

r

-

%
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Table 8S.

Average Times and Ranges in Student Responding
a

Student Response

, rWrite ,'28.i'll

Play Academic Game 1.2 .

Read Aloud 0.7
-,....-

Read Silently 9.7
...,

Talk Academics 3.3

Answer Academic Question 0.8

. Ask Academic Question 0.5

Passive Response 90.0

Raise Hand 4.3

Look for Materials 5.

Move to New Academic Station
,

.

Play Appropriate,

Disruption

Play Inappropriate

Inappropria i e Task

Talk Non-Academic

4

7..2

0.1

4.2

1.8

3.9

Range

q : :-.' 41 .1)

0.0 -.12.2

0.0 - 4.1

0.3 - 26.6

0.0 - 8.6

0.1, - 2:3

0.0 - 2.3

37.0 -125.6

0.7 - 17.9

2.2 - 10.0

1.5, -. 9.9

0.0 - 32.9

o,b - 1.2

0.1 - 15.8

OA - 6.9

0.3,
.-, 9.3

'Inappropriate Locale' .
* ''' l'A 4# -**, 4, '' .0.0:--- 84,2 ,

,Look Around t 13.6 5.71 - 284o

Self Stimulation 0.3 0.6 - 1.5

, Academic Responding Composite 45.1 30.7 - 62.8

* Task Management Composite 111,5 56.2,-154.7
.

'Inappropriate. Responding
Composite

,

26.1 . 6.4 - 45.6-

fleans and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based
on two days of observation of 30 students.
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Tabl e 9

Time Al located to' Activities for Students at Three Levels of

Betia ioral Competencea

-.777 Hi gh
Acti vi ty %

Middle Low Si g
Level

Reading 64.1 30.0 6.4.9 28.9 66.5 29.9

Math 43:7 20.4 44.6 19.8 43.8. 19.7 ns

3pel ling . .11.9 (5.6 8.7 3.9 11.2 5.0 ns

Handwri ting 7.2
.

3.4 11.1 4.9 9.0 4.0 ns

Language 21.4 10.0 / 22.4 10.0 24.0 10.8 ns

Sci ence. 14.6 , 6.8 102 4.5 6.5 2.9 ns

Social Studies 18.3 8.6 19.8 8.8 17.1 7.7 ns

Arts/Crafts 8.2 3.8 12.8 5.7, . 14.0 8.1 ns.

Free Time 2.9 1.4 2.8 1.2 8.4 3.8 ns

Business, Management 7.2 3.4 13.1 5..8 . 5.6 2.5 ns

Transition 14.0 6.6 14.6 6.5 12,0 5.4 ns

Academic Activity 1

Composite 1,81.2
.,

84.8 181.6 80.8 178.0 80.1 ns
.:,...

n - A c a d e m i c Acti vity
..

Composite 32.4
,

15.?, 43.3 19.3 44.3 19 ?9 ns

Total 213.5 225.0 .,,222.1 ns

a Entries are mean note rs of minutes , and percentages of total minutes
(in parentheses), for one day, based on° two days of observatthn of
10, students in each group.

-
bSi gni ficance. levels are from one-way ANOVAs on the mean times over
tWo days.

)*
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Table 10

Time Allocated to Tasks for Students at Three Levels of.

Behavioral Competencea.

Task
High Middle Low Sig

Level

Readers 78.4 36.8 77.4 '34.5 63.5 28.6 ns

Workbooks 24.4, .11.4 23.2 10.3 20.8 9.4 ns,

Worksheets 38.0 17.8 39.4 17.6 48.1 21.7 ns

Paper & Pencil 10.2 4.8 13.5 6.0 19.1 8.6 ns

Listen td Lecture, 9.6 4.5 10.2 LLS 6.3 2.8 ns

Other Media 26.7 12.5 32.1 14.3 36.3 16.4 ns

Teacher-Student 8'.6 4.0 9.7 4:3 10.4 4.7 ns,

Discussion

Fetch & Put Away .7.5 8.2 19.0 8,5 17.2, 7..8 ns

Total 213.4 224.5 221 .7 ns

a
Entries are mean umbers of minutes, and percentages of toEal minutes
(in parentheses), for one day, based on two days of observation of
10 students in each group.

b .

Slgnificance levels are from one-way ANOVAs 6n the mean times over
two days.

a:
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Tabl e ll

Time Allocated to Teaching Structures for Students at Three Levels
.

of B'ehavioral Competencea

Sti-ucture

High , Middle
-%

Low
%

Sig k

Entire Gooup 163.9 76.9 1,94.6 86.6 172.3 77.6 ns

Small Group 47.2 22.1 38.4 12.6 47.7 21.5 ns

Individual 2.0 0. , 1.7 0.8 2.2 1.0 ns

Total 213.1 224.7 222.2 ns

a Entries are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total minutes
(in parentheses), for: one day, based on two days of observation of.10

students in each group.

bSignificance levels are from one-way ANOVAs on the mean times over:
two days.

N. 5,
r

6fr%

4
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Table 12

Time in Various Teacher Positjons for Students at Three Levels,.

of Behavioral Competencea

High.
Teacher Position. R %

In Front: 61.6' 34.8

At Desk 40.2 22.7'r

AMong Students 6,1.1 34.6

2.1 1.2

4.1 2.3

7.7 4.4

176.8

Beside Student

Back

Out

Total

4 rnriesat.e mean numbers of minutes, qncroe'rcentages of total,minutes
parentheses), for one ddyi based on two days of obs.ervation of

0 students in each group.

Middle
%.

Low
%

Sig I.,

63.0 33.6 57.6 31.2 ns

)41.4 22.1 42.2' 22.9 ns

63.7 34.0 72.8 39.4 ps

2.0 1.1 2.7 1.5 'ns

8.9 4.7 2.9 1.6 ns

8.4 ,4.5 6.5 3.5 ns

187.4 184.7 ,ns

b . . .

Significance levels are from one-way ANOVAs on the mean times over
two days.

>44.. ,-,.'

5.4
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Table 13

Time in Various Teacher Activities for Students at Three Levels.

v.
.of Behaviorll Competencea

Teacher Activity

High

R

Low
%

Sig b
Level.

No Response 97.4 55.2 105.4 56.2 103.5 56.1 ns

Teach-0g 70.6 40.0 72.6 38.7 72.3 _39.2 ns

Other Talk 7.5 4.2 8.1 4.3 6.5 3.5 ns

ApproVal 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 - 0.2. ns

Disapproval 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.5 2,0 1.1 -.010

Total 176.5 187.3 184.6. ns

a Entries are mean numbers of minutes.and percentages of total minutes
(in parentheses), for one day; based on two days of observation of

10 s'tudents in each group.

bSignificance levels are from one7,way ANOVAs on the mean4time over

two days. .1

A

,t

5,,
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Table 14

Student Response Time for Students at Three Levels

of Behavioral Competencea

Hlh
Student Response

Middle
X

Low
%

Sig
Level

Writing 28.2 16.0 15.8. 28.8 15,*5 ns29.6
-

,Play Acad Game 2.5 1.4 0.2
...

0.1 1.0 0.5 ns

-Read Aloud- 0.3 '0.2 1.0 0.5 0.7 ,O. ns

Read Silently 10.5 5.9, 9.7 5.2 8.8 4.8_ ns

Talk Aca0eMics 3.9 2.,2 3.6 1%9 2-.4 1.3 ns

Answer Acad Question 0.5 0.3 0.9 0.5 1.0 0.5 ns

Ask Acad Question 0:2 0:1
.

D.5 0.3 f
0.8 0.4

No Active Respose. 90.2 51.1 '94.7 50.6 85.2 46.2 ns

,Raise Hand 3.9 2.2 5.3 2.8 3.6 2.0 ns

Look for Materia1s 5.4 3.0 5.9 3.2 5.9 3.2, ns

Move to Npw Acad 4.0 2.3 3.5 1.9 5.3 2.9 ns

Task

*3.4
e%

Play Appropriate 6.0 6.7 3.6 , .8.8 , 4.8 ns

Disruption 0.0 0.0
/

. 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 .048
, vemeip...

Play Inappropriate s 1.8 1.0 3.1 1.6 7.6 .4.1 .003

Inappropriate Task 1.5 0.8 1.5 0.8 2.3 1.2 ns

Talk Non Academics 3)'t 2%1 3:7 2.0 4.2 .. 2:3 ns

Inappropriate Locale 1.6 0.9 2.7
.

1.4 2.8 1.5 ns

Look Around 12:1 6.8 14.3 7.6. 14.4 7.8 .ns

S.elf'Stimulation. 0.2 0.1. 04 0.2 0.4 0.2 ns

*Academic ResOonding
- tomposite 46.1 26.1 45.4 ) 24.2 43.6 23.6 ns

Task Management
CoMposite 109.5 62.0 116.2 62.0 108.8 '59.0 ns

Inappropriate Re-
.sponding ,Composite 20.9 11.8 ' 25.7 13-7 31.9 17.3 .023

Total 176.5 '187.3 184.3 ns

aE Ories are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total minutes
, (in arentheses), for one day, based on two days of observation.of

10-students in each group. -

. ,

bSignificance levils are from one-way ANOVAs on the mean times over

.twb days. an

. 56
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Table 15

PIAT Scores

?

Top

SD

, Middle

SD

Botitom

SD

Sig

Level N

,

Math 114.1 13.5 112.5 .7.1 10j.7* 8.3 ns

Readi ng

Recognition 116.5 10.5 110.0 7.4 108.7 10.1 ns

Readi ng

Comprehension 115.1 8.9 11020 8.9 109.2 13.5 ns

Spell ing 110.8 6.9 106.6 14.5 103.5 10.3 ns

General
Information 107.3 8.8 108.0 9.1 104.2 12.6 ns

-
Total 114.7 8.6 110.3 9.8 106.5. 9.5 ns

N=10 N=8 N=6

a
Based on analysis of variance with F(2,27) degrees o! freedom.
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' Tab/le 16

Significant.Correlations (p < .05)

Behavioral Group
a

Observation
Variable with

PIAT
Subtest

Answer Academic Question -Spelling -.50 .006

Play Appropriate,, Genval Information .40 .025

Disr p ion General Information -.41 .022

Play Inappropriate Spelling -.39 .031

In4propriate Task Spelling .42 .022

Talk Aboutilon-:Academics SPelling .42 .020

Inappropriate Locale Math -.37 .036

Inappropriate _Locale Reading Comprehension -.48 .009

Inappropriate Locale Spelling -.58 .001

Inappropriate Locale Total -.47 .011

aN=24
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Table 17

Correlations of Teachers' Ratings of Students' Academic

-and Behavioral Competence

,

Classroom Correlation Sig_ Level N

_
1 .42 .021 24

2 .81 .001 28

3 .63 , ....001 25
, .

'4 .39 .038 , 22

5 .28 n.s. 29

6 .73 .001 29

,

7 .59 .001 30

.8 .37 .044 23

9 .74 .001 22

10 .58 .002 24

.

5,1
)

- <

ft
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in Learning

Time in the School Day

Time Allocated to Instruction
(minus lunch, recess)

Time Spent in Instruction
(minus transitions)

Spent

Engaged Time
(time on task)

Academic
Responding Time

of the Measu'rement of Time

:
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School Day

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

Observed Day

= 220.3 min

oi-

4.

Academit

Activities

.= 180.3 min

Non-Academic

Activities

. 40.0 min

Handwriting (9.1 min)

0 Business Mgmt (8.6 min)

Free Time (4.7 min)

Academic .

-

Reading

(65,1 min)

_

Matti

(44.0 min)

Language
(22.6 min)

Social Studies
(18.4 min)

Spelling (10.6 min)

Science (10.4 min)

Non-Academic

Transition (13.5 min)

Arts/Crafts (13.0 min]

Figure 2. Average Times Allocated to Various Activities During a
Typical School Day for Third and Fourth'Grade Students.

6i .
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School Day

. 390 min -t

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

,

Observed Day

=119.9 min

lit

,
- ...

4111 .Teacher-Student Discussion (9.6 min)

Listen to Lecture (8.7 min)

.

1

Readers

(73.1 min)

Worksheets

(41.8 min)

Other Media

(31.7 min)

Wprkbooks
(?2.8 min)

Fetch/Put Away
(17.9 min).

Paper i Pencil
(14.2 min)

/

, . ..

Figure 3. Average Times Allocated to Various Tasks During a .

Typical School Day for Third and Fourth Grade Students.

,

(34-

*
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tip..

School Day

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

,

04erved Dai

= 220.3 min

ts

individual (2.0 min)

-

1,

Entire Group

(176.9 min)

Small Group

(41.4 min)

II

t'Figure 4. Average Times Allocated to Various Teaching Structures During
l

4 a Typical School Day for Third and Fourth Grade Students.

,"

1



School Day.

= .390 miñ

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Ass,embly,

etc.)

Observed Day

183.0 min

57

out (7.5

Back (5.3 min)

Beside Student (2.3 min)

Among Students

(65.9 min)

,In Front

(60.7 min)

At Desk

(41.3 min)

III

Figure 5. Average Times Allocated to Various Teacher Positions
During a Typical School Day for.Third andFourth Grade
Students.

1.7
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School Day

= 390 min

. ,

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.) -'

ObserVed Day

= 182.9 min

Other Talk (7.4 min)

DiiapproVal (1.3 min)

'Approval (0.2 min)

No Response

(102.1 min)

Teaching

i`

(71..8 min)

-/

Figure 6. Ayerage Times Allocated to Various Teacher Activities
During a Typical School Day for Third and Fourth Grade

Students.

S.
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School Day

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

,

,,

.

Observed Day

= 182.7 min

-

,

,

Task

Management

= 111..5 ein

,.1

A.

,

Academic

= 45.0 min

Inappropriate

= 26.2 pin

AO-

,

/

fil

e

Task Management

Passive

Response

(90'.0 min)

t

59

_

Play Appropriate (7.2 min)

Look for Materials (5.7 min)

Move (4.3 min)

Raise Hand (4.3 min)

Read Silently (9.7 min)

Talk Academfc (3.3 min)

Academic Game (1,2 min)

Ans Acad Q (0.8 min)

Read Aloud '(0,7 min)

Ask Acad Q (0.5 min)

Play InapprOprtate (4.2 min)

Talk tlon-Acad (3.9 min)

a . -

Inappropriate Locale (2.4 min)

Inappropriate Task (1.8 min)

Self Stimulation (0.3 min)
..

Disruption (0.1 min)

Academic
.. I

'Wrii.fng

(28.9 min)
,

_

Inappropriate

Look Around (13.6 nitn)

Figure 7. Average Times Third and Fourth Grade Students Were Engaged
in ,Various Responses During a Typical School Day.
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(Subject
teacher,

NNW/

Instructional Activity

0

e
area of-learning experience being provided to tairget student by
aide, or peer tutor or'by target student to tutee)

Note: Anytime the activity Changes; move to 11 new coding block
6

. , f

'Activity/Code
-

Definftion fp- Examples Special Notes

Reading,,(R) llegding instructions or,aCtivity;
or41;and silent reaaing from
booics; discussion of words,sounds,
?vowels: consonants, PhOnics

Eath instructions or -acti,:vity

numbers geometry, tine, weights,
metrics, measurement,, story

.. ,:problems

reading library book `
talking about ch sound
sitting at reading table
draw picture about story

wo;ging time worksheet
me.Asilfing each others

height .

i7riting math problem on

^:board,

fi=l7aples of "less

daYs in ,

YOart ,,

Spelling ingtruotion or acItivit; takiti spelling test

copying spelling 1.4rk,..spelling

, test

a

;.playing spellinOee game
looking up correct.spell
'ing vcmissed word

H#dwriting:(H) Hanairitf4 inserUction or activiity;

9 focus on'meehanits of
10 ;era or words l(prfnt,'.-curSik±e', etc.)i.

hov,t6 hold penal, how to_gove:arm,-,
distdssion of.s1:ze ol letters, 'Itnes,

on pap H 04

"

, ,$
,ptacticejenmanship
maeches capital- and lower

,case:lettsexe,

".

how to use dictionary,
encyclopedia,...(iefer
ence books)

lonrning ADC'a (but, not ,

whewlearning how to write)
draw;pieture of what read;
act oUt story

4

Include: AL
4. Use of 'cliction'ary`to fintl

spelling of,word
,

'TV

;.!

'



Instructional Acti-Zdtv - cont.

Activity Definition Examples Special Notes

. ,

, Language (L)

, :I tirv' +,++

.Science (Sc)

Language instruction or activity;
,focus on speech, vocabulary, and
language meaning (words, physical
relationships, etc,); creative
writing; listeningt exercises;
other languages ,

# e

Science instruction or activity;
science-related topics (chemistry,

electricity space travel, elec-
tronics, nature, insects: weather,
mammals, body, eiercise, personal
hygiene)

Social Studies Social studies'instruction or
(Ss) activity;,cultures, ways of life,

jobs, roles% maps; music topics
(instruments, singing, seales, notes)

Arts/Crafts (Ac) Art-related instruction or activity;
( colorini, drawing,'cutting, pasting

JP.

writing book report on
story in reader

point's to "on top,"

"under:" etc.
learns how to say "thank

you"- in 5 languages

discuss weather
perform experimentation

on 'electricity
school nurse talks about'
, hygiene
reads Weekly Reader arti-

cle about insects '

talk about sex biases
.sing ThankSgiving songs
label map of U.S.
listen to lecture'on Civil

War

make pos"ter Of primary

colors
11,

draw picture of self
watch'slides of sculptures

Include:
book reports (writing or

reading)
looking up detinition in

dictiopary
public speakiing exercises

Include:
watching or doing experiment
exercises in classroom
sex education (physical

aspects-not relationships)
speakers-on drUgs/alcohol
science article.in Weekly

Reader

Include:
sex education - relationships

in general
unit on friendships .

'special education topics -
relations with habdicapped

custors; holidays
history

Include:
viewing Nstt (owm or others)

decorating (bulletin board,
classroom)

Within Ac time, putting away or-
getting new materials.is still
Ac only chne to Tn at begin-
ning or ehd of Ac time.



Instructional Activity - cont.

Activity
Definitign, Examples Special Notes

Free Time (Ft).

Class Business/

Period during which student may
choose activity - can be academic;

study time

Activity focused on scheduling,

Management (Bm) discipline, rules; usually occurs
regularly at start of day; show

and tell

Transition\(Tn)

Can't,Tell (CT)

Time between two other activities;
teacher signals end of one (put
away) and .time to prepare'for new

activ,ity. Ends when teacher
starts instruction in new actiVity

Activities that do not seem.to-at.'"

in'other,categories. See coordina-

- tot to discuss - must change to

another code.

works math when told to do
anything wants to do

aftervudent finishes
assignment, is in
library area reading

4

picks up lunch tickets
class talks.about fight
on playground during

recess
say "here" /luring atten-

dance check :f

class breaks into groups
line up to go to recess
put away readers and get

out1math books

Include:
extra-credit work

If ever}rotle has free time,

but target student is told
what he/she must do, do nbt

code Ft. Code the subject
area which he is required to

do.

Include:
Pledge 'of Allegiance,

morning songs
sex, relationships, drugs,

etc. when related to
specific problem in school

taking ottendence

For artslcrafts, Tn is coded
only before and after entire

activity

kMakeJlote of activity on
separate sheet:so will
remember eventS to discuss

,with coordinator

7 3
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Academic Task
_

(Materials used by target student for instructional activity)

INote: Any time the task changes, move to a new coding block,

.Task/Code Definition Examples Special Noteg

Readers (Rr)

Workbooks (Wb)

Worksheets (Ws)
40,

Paper and Pencil

(PP)

Printed book, bound material

Paperback material in which student
could write (even if student is
required by teacher to write on
separate paper or in notebook)

Separate prepared teacher sheets
(usually ditto or photocopy) on
which students write: blackboard
writing by student

Tasks where student writes on
paper using pencil, pen, crayon,
etc.; includes writing in note-
book

Listen to TeaCher Teacher talking or writing on

Lecture (L1) board, and student 'expected to

look and listen

fte.

library book
math textbook
comic*book.40-

spelling workbook
language workbook
handwriting workbook

, student practices let'ters
on'blackboard

dittoed crossword puzzle

piece of notebook paper
for spelling test

watches teacfier demon-
strate exercises

listens to teacher talk
about telling time

takes notes aS teacher
presents ideas for field
field triP

Include:
magazines, Weekly Reader
reference books (diction-
ary, encyclopedia)

Include:
1 page torn from workbook
writing Weekly Reader

exercise
teAcher made or printed tests

If students are taking notes
during teacher lecture to
reMember points, code Ll

Code Ll even if student. is

taking notes



Academic Task - cont.

Task/Code Definition Examples Special Notes

Other Media '(Orn) Special materials; film, tape
recorder, game, arts and crafts
materials, clocks, telephone,

plaY/drama

Teacher-student Student talking with teacher;

Discussion (Tsd) ask-answer question

All other tasketake precedence

Fetch/PutS away Students changing materials-

(FP) putting away and getting,
cleaning up

.7

watchgs movie_
listens rCri-ape recorder
works on calculator
acts out story part

student answers teacher

question
students in class talk

with teacher about

friends
student tutors another

on ABC's
student reads book

report to class

line up for lunch
picks up materials to

throw away befdre com-
pleting art project

student hands out

r worksheets

Include:

calculator,
animals

Include:
peer tutoring unless using
other materials

student verbal presenta-
tions (ipcluding reading

book report)

All other task.s take pre-
cedence over Tsd.

Take cue from teacher for
change from Ll to Tsd.

When student has absolutely no
materials, and is not supposed

to have any materials (such as

when has free time), code Fp.

7

t
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7

Structure

(How student is grouped for instructional activity)

Note:- Any time the structure changes, move to a new coding block

C-9

Structure/Code Definition, Examples Special Notes

Entire Group (Eg) Student receiving instruction
with all other students in
classroom

Smalf Group (Sg) Student is in part of clasS
that has been separated,from
ret

Individual (I) Student is alone (in corral,
at table) or wOrking oneso
one-, with teacher or aide

class lecture
class freetime

reading group
, discussion group

students in pairs

student working on science
experiment alone while
other read from-text

aide eutors student

-

For Eg, teaching (or fr
time is for everyone)

Number is not the ciit rion
if class has 5 students
and instruction is directed
to all of them, code Sg

Include:
two students working
together away from rest
of.class

Does not occur during free
time except when free .

time was created especially
for student



jeacher Position 0.

(Place*of teacher in relation to'all-stnden'ts)

Teacher Position/
Code

Examples
-Special Notes

wYla

In Front/IF

At Desk/AD

-
Anong Students/AS

Side/S

Back/B

Out of Room/0

I.

in front of majority of

tudents

standing or seated at teacher's

desk

standing or seated among

students

standing to the tide of
students and not AS

standing or sitting in back
of classroom away from
majority of students

out of the room

- standing at blackboard

- at front bulletin board

- looking in desk fgr note-s

book
- at desk coflecting lunch,

money

- walking arourid class

checking student work

- seated with reading group

student leaning over
child's desk0

talking to student at

his desk.

- working it isolated desk

in hack of room

- put,ting up art pictures on

back buljetin board

- in hall talkigg to.parent

- in teachges founge

- working individually

with-a-student

,0*

8i,
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"yak
Teacher Activity

t

(Coded..in relation to target student or.group in which he is a member)

a

Teacher Behavior/ _

Code,

DefinitiOn Examples Special Notes 4

'No Responseft -

0,
aching/f

14.

OtheCTalg/OT

. Approval/A

Disapprovk-/D

,

3.

makes_no obserl'Atle response ..

instruction or,giving a
lesson to students

child.must have opportunity,
lo le4rn

a

-,talking about .cclass.busioess,
rules, schedules-, future.

activitiqs
- all-teacher talk that is.t.6

apProval, 8isapproval, Or
teaching

_

expresses prais.e 'for:student°

'work or conduct

expreSses°Uislike or disgust
,with student workappear-
ance'or coaduc,t

. .

'at desk grading papers
- out of room

- explaining at blackboard
asking question

- talking about academics,
e.g. giving directions

talking about rehess
- talking about maher's

hospital stay
collecting lunch'toney 4

N,

teacher'kugk'student
-,teacher smiles,
- "Yoyr map.looksrteat"'

- frowns at st,uSent

- tliat is 0.1 wrong .answer

-' "You' re, not, t ryint"

- woaing individually
with another student

- keY is Ative involve-
,ment by teacher (

- includes verbal com-\
.ments, gestures,
physical behaviors,

- ,includes,verbal com-
ments, ,gestures',,

and physicalabehavirors

41

'e
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(Academic respons, task

c.

StUdent Pespons

Management, or inappr priate behavior of xarget student)
1.

,

Student Res onse/
Code

Dekfinition Examples

Academic Responses

Vriting/W

4
Academic Came/G

Read Aloud/RA

"Iv

student responses made to. '
academic task

students observed lnarking
academic materials with pen,
pencil, cViyon

engaged with an academic
media task played individu-`'
ally, ox witE peer

when student lpoking at
\reading material and
saying aloud what is
written in print.

- orasIng

- marks answers on ditto
sheet with crayon

- completes math problems
from workbook 4k.A

S'pecial Notes

- does not include drawing'
pictures, scribbling

- used for tests

- includes flashcards, word
..gamos, coloring, abacus

- student responses are
verbal, manipulatory or
sotlal in nature

- 4 stujents are playing a
spelling-game

.
- student reads a paragraph

to rest of reeding
'group

-reads a sentence aloud to
"eound out"_ unfamiliar
words

e

- includes'calculator
- flashcards when with a

classmate.or as-a
practite tool

- used 1,41en teacher checks
student's knowledge of
flaShcard

4



Student Response continued

4

Student Response/
Code

Definition Examples Special Notes

Reading Silent/RS .looking at reading Material
for at least 2 secorids, and/or

eye movements indicate scanning
materials on desk (3' radius),
"ot,held in student's hands.
Readers must be open to a page.

Talk About Academics/ talk back and forth about

TA . academic materials or
assignment

Answer Academic
Question/ANQ

student either verbally
or gesturally responds

,to teacher's academic
question

Ask Academic Question/ verbally ask the teacher a

Ask question related to
academics

0

student is reading direc-
tions in language workbook
student is scanning work-
book for familiar tierds
student readsto self a
set of numbers from math
book

- student tells classmate
answer to math question

- student talks during show

and tell
- student recites a poem

he's memorized

- student *ays "I don't
know" to teacher's

question
- student spells a word for

teacher

"Is 3 4 = to 7?"

- reading words or
numbers

- not rapid flipping

- only code when reading
materials include
several pages (not
worksheet)

- child may be talking to
himself or a peer

- coded only when target
student talking,_not
when listening

- when recitIrg a poem or
seory from memory

- student doing all work

in limelight

,

- answer may becorrect
or incorrect

- answer shpuld be almost
immediate

- must be an academic
question' When is'

it tim f r lunch?

is not K
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Student Response continued

Student Response/
,Code

Definition Examples Special Notes

Task Hanagement

Passive Response

Raising Rand/RH

student behaviors which
enable stUdent to engage
in acadelc task -- not
direct responses to
academic tasks

student iS looking at teacher'
for instructions; at black-
board for direction; or at
another student asking or
answering a question --
Key: looking at teacher
or peer

student's hand raised; may
be acCompanied by looking
for teacher and if student
raises hand in a request
to answer teacht*. quest

- student looks at teacher
while she lectures,

student pages through
math book to final
assignment

- teacher asks student to
pass out ditto sheets
,to class

- teacher asks question and
student raises hand to
respond

student needs help with
math so raises hand
to alert teacher

;
,

*

40

- coded for listener when
two students are talk-
ing about academics

rapid flippiu of pages'
- two students are playing

a game; target student
observing

-'reading (ect.)'takes
precedence

- RH plus yelling equals
DI (disruption)



Student Response continued
.1*

St dent Response/.
Code

Definition Exz;mples Special Notes

Look r Materials/
M

Moves to New Academic'

Station/M

-

Play Appropriate/FA

Inappropriate behavior

Disruption/DI

student observed looking for

or putting away materials;

includes use of materials
away from desk.(e.g. an,

. swer sheets, reference books).

0

student moves to new area as

station foralext activity-.
activity is in trahsition

engaged in play behaviors
approved b'y teacher

may involve toys from home,
may be strictly social

- studenC-gOes to teacher's
desk fa'r correction-

lee
sheet

- student returns dietiOnary

to.'thelf

-:. student looks for paper

apd pencil

- student moves to learning
center during free time

- students lining up for ;-

recess

- students play musical
chairs during party

- studehts play Monolioly

during free time

.behaviors yhich are aggressive 7 trips another student

or prodm loud noises: in- -"shakes fist at other

eludes /oud student

- yells
4

L poke another student

or,

may include use of
reference materials
away from desk; lock

, up word in dictionary
,sharpetilng pencil

stapling

- includes lining up'and
moving when in conr

, Eilance wIth trcher
request

- code G if play becomes

an academic game
cle When student put

ead on desk wt?0,0
told to or when hat

free time
drawing, coloring k

-.drinking water., waning

hands

- DI takes precedence over

inappropriate locale
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Student 'Response continued

Student Resmnse/
'Code

Definitio L\nrples Spt .C111 es

Play Inappropriate/ ,

play not approved by teacher

PI

Inappropriate Task/
IT

Talk Non-Academic/

engaged in task without teacher
approval; not related to.task

assigned

talks aloud to peer about
non-academic materials not
related to assignment

Inappropriate Locale/ child out of seat and away

IL from instruction site
looses contact.with seat

Look Around/LA

Self Stimulation/
SST

-

student looking away from

academic task

active behaviors of child like
rapid rocking or shaking:
maintained for 2 to 3 seconds

play involving s,-,uirt
guns, toy-, hidden in desk

- shoots rubh_cr bands: paper

airplxflo,

student colons to avoid
math assignment

- reads story during
Social Studies

- students talk about after

school plans
- "What time is lunch?"

student goes to bathroom
wirhout permiA.sion

student becomes angry
and leaves school

student :.itandq on desk

- child loos out window

- looks at floor then ceiling

- student rocks back & forth

- rapidly moves his pencil

back and forth

4

- includes scribblin Or
drawing at wr2ag times

- code,when student puts
head on desk when is
not supposed to-

- avoidance of assigned

task is key

- can be directed to teach-

er or student

- includes passing notes

- code AT if student
looking at classmate
and answering gtiestion

- single major feature of

child's behavior
- academic responses take ,

precedence over SST
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To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent in various student responses as a function of class
activity?

Differences between groups were not signtficant.

To what extent are there significant'differe.ces between groups in
time spent in various student responses as function of different
tasks employed?

--ik-D44-11e4,e-n-cesbetwee n grou ereno4H5-4444e-aftt.-.---

To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent in various student responses as a function of class
structure?

Differences between groups were not significant.

To wh,11, extent are there significant differences between groups in
time ,,pent in various student responses as a function of teacher
position?

Dffferences between groups were not significant.

To,what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent in various student responses as a function of teacher

activity?

4 When the teather was involved in teaching activities,

students in the lower behavioral group spent more time
(an averade,of about 38.seconds per day) asking academic
questions than students in the upper group (whose average
was about 11 seconds per day).

When the teacher was invplved in other talk,:students in
the lower behavioral group.spent more time asking aca-
demic quest4ons and in inappropriate pJfry..tn students
in the other two groups; however, all times ere low

(the highest was eight Seconds per day).

When the teacher was' involved'in disapproval , tudents in

the lower group spent more time moving to a new academic

station than students in the middle and upper behavioral

/- groups (all 1,4ere less than 10 seconds per day).

When the teacher was making no response, students in the
loWer group spent more time in inappropri'ate play (an
average of abo(t four_and One-half minutes per day) than

students in either the middle (about one and one-half
minutes per day) or upper.(about one minute per day)
behavioral groups.

4,)

4
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To what extent are thve significant differences between groups in
time spent in.vanious classstructures as a funiction of class
activity?

.

Elifferences between groups were not sijnificant.

To Wiat extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent with the teacher in various teacher positions as a
function of/class activity?

\, ,Differences between groups were not significant.

---To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent with the tea,cher in various,teacher activities as a
function of class activity?

During both reading and language, teachers gave more
disapproval It-Q students in the lower behavioral group
than to students in either the middle or upper behav-
ioral groups (highest average time was 30 seconds per
day in disapproval during reading).

Daring business management, teachers gave more
approval to students in the middle behavioral groups
than to students in the lower behavioral groups
(highest average time in approval was about two and
one-half seconds per day).

To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent in, different tasks as a function of class activity?

'Differences between groups were not significant.

To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent in various class structures as a function of the differ-

ent tasks employed?

Differences between groups were not significant.

To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent with the teacher in various teacher positions as a

funCtion of the different tasks employed?

Differences between grdups were not significant.

To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time spent with the teacher involved *in vari-ous teacher activities

as a function of the different tasks employed?

When the task involved worksheets, teachersspent

more time giving approval to students in the tower

behavioral group than to,students in the middle
group (five seconds per day versus one-half second -

per day, on the average).
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When the task,involved teacher-studenit discussion,
teachers.spent more time giving disap oval. to

1 studeRts in the middle and ow ps than to
students in the upper gtoup (all 'average times
were less than four seconds per day).

To what extent are there signifitant di'fferences between groups
in time spent with the teacher in various teacher positions as a
functi'on.of the class structure?

Differences between groups were not si4nificant.

To what extent.are there significant.differences between groups
in time spent with the teacher involved4n various teacher activities
as a function of.the class structure? .

When in an entire group structure, teachers spent
- more time giving disapproval to students in the

lower behavioral group than to student& in the
uppdr grobp; they also spent more time making no

. responses to students in the middle behavioral

group than to students in the upper behavioral
group. The average ambunt of time in disapproval
to the lower group,during entire group instruction
on one day was. about one and one-half minutes; the
average amOunt of time in no response to the middle
group duHng entire group instruction on one day
Was about 88 1/2 minutes (compared to about 60
minutes for upper group students).

When in a 41all group structu e, teachers spent
more time giving disapproval 'jto students in the

- lower behavioral group (about 18. seconds per day)
than to students in either the middle or upper
groups (about three seconds and six seconds, re-

\

spectively).

To.what extent are there significant differences between groups in
time.spent with the teacher involved in various teacher dctivities
as a function of teacher position?

When-in'froni,of the class, teachers spent more
time oiving disaRproval to students in.the lower
beh.dvioral group than to students in the upper
behavioral group (average times were all less than
eight seconds per day).

When the teacher was among student&, more time was
spent giving disapproval to students in the lower
behavior:al group than to students.in the other two
groups (all average times were less than eight sec-

. 'onds per day).
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To what extent are there signi fi cant di f fe r en ce s between groups in

time spent with the teacher i nvol ved in various teacher acti vi ties
as a function of the class activi ty whi le the student is making no

active response?

During both reading and language , the teacher spent
more time giving disa*roval to students in the lower
behavioral- group (15 nd six seconds per day) tha,n
to students in ei ther the middle. (five and one seic-
onds per day) or upper (two and zero seconiti per' day)
be-Yra v-i-ora--1--gro-uos-.

During business management; when the student was making
no active response , the teacher spent more time giving
approval to students in the middle behavioral group
-(12 seconds per day) than to students in the lower
group (zero seconds per day).

To what extent are there significant di fftrences between groups in
time spent in various student responses as a funeti on of the
di fferent tasks .employed during readiqg?

Di fferences between groups were not si gni ficant.

To what extent are there si gni fi cant di'fferences between groups in

time sfient i.n various student responses` as a functi on of the class

structure during reading?

Di fferences between groups Were -not si gni fieant.

To what extent are there si gni ficant differences between groups in-
_

time spent in various--student- responses.--as pT teacher

acti vi ty during. reading? ,

Di fferences between groups were not si gni ficant.,.

T.0 what extent are there s-igni ficant di fferences between groups in
time spent wi th the teacher invol ved in various teacher activi ties

as a function of the task employed during reading?

Di fferencs between groups were not si gni ficant.

To wha t extent are there significant di fferences between groups in
time spent in di fferent 'tasks as a function of cl ass structure du'ring

reading?

Di fferences between groups were nOt si gni ficant.
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To what extent are there significant differences between groups in
academic responding, task management, and inappropriate behaviors
as a functidn of whether the activity is'academic or non-academic?

During academic activities, students in the lower
behavioral group spent more time in inappropriate
student behaviors than students in the upper behav-
ioral group (26 minutes per day vs. 18 minutes per
day, respectively).

1 u
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